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Day 1 We have an excellent group gathering at precisely 3pm at a busy York station. We make our 

way along the platform to the van where we discover that John and Julie were far more efficient 

packers than most of us and have such small bags that the task of loading the van is a breeze. 

 

 We drive through the bustling York streets filled with folk enjoying the summer weather.  

Once out of York we set about trying to understand the air conditioning in the new van.  

We eventually seem to manage to get cold rather than warm air blowing through the van much 

to everyone’s relief. We take a slight detour past the majestic Castle Howard and arrive at our 

hotel at 4.30. We have time for a walk before dinner and after checking in and settling into our 

rooms we set off to explore Filey.  

 

 From the hotel the views across the bay to Bempton Cliffs in one direction and Filey Brigg  

in the other are wonderful. The sweep of sand that make up Filey Bay is truly impressive and  

as we walk along the beach looking out to sea Chris spots our first Gannet and there are a few 

Razorbills and Kittiwakes passing  presumably from the nearby Bempton Cliffs. 

  

 After a while we come to a path up the cliff but stop briefly at the bottom to admire the plants, 

Spiny Restharrow, Pyramidal and Common Spotted Orchid are the first orchids of the trip. 

Along the top of the cliff we hear Whitethroat and have great views of Linnet and a stunning 

male Bullfinch, the best view Julie has ever had. A group of Long-tailed Tits move across the 

path in front of us and a family of Pied Wagtails pick their way across the immaculate  

golf course greens to our right. We find a path back to the hotel which did not require  

us to go back down a steep path and back up a steep path and are back at the hotel in time for 

a quick shower and then to meet for dinner with a magnificent view out across the bay. 

 

Day 2 The weather forecast is looking good and our first port of call is north of Filey past Scarborough 

and to a pretty and unassuming tucked away village. Sally has received a tip off that there may 

be Turtle Dove here. Christine takes charge of the navigation as the tiny Yorkshire roads are 

like a maze across this beautiful county. We are soon in the village and peering at any ‘pigeon’ 

like birds on the houses and telegraph wires. The road is quiet and as a dove flies on to a wire 

beside the van, Sally lifts her bins and shouts “it’s a Turtle Dove”! A few of us can see it from 

the van but we pull forward to park up and let everyone out for a good look. The beautiful 

dove sits on the wire for us all to enjoy, then flies into a further but better viewing position 

against the backdrop of some horse fields. We enjoy some lovely views before losing sight  

of it, but we then hear its purring call and all smile with delight at the beautiful and nostalgic 

sight and sound of this birding treasure. A couple of local folk pass by and we try not  

to be intrusive in this tiny village which is humming with birdlife. A hedge full of Tree Sparrows, 

Dunnocks singing from the wires and Greenfinches wheezing call is coming from high in conifer 

trees beside us. We agree we’ve had some good views and continue on through some beautiful 

country lanes. We head on towards the Wykeham raptor viewing spot where the trees are 



filled with the sounds of singing Siskins. On our way down to the viewing area the path is lined 

with stunning Common Spotted Orchids, down at the viewing area there are several birders 

but none seem to have seen our quarry from this location, Honey Buzzard. 

 

 We stand and scan out across the valley, lots of gulls, a couple of Common Buzzards, but  

no conclusive Honey Buzzard sightings despite some exciting moments when we think we may 

have one. After an hour the sunny weather starts to turn to drizzle, so we return to the van and 

head towards our lunch spot. Almost the very second we arrive the rain starts to fall, not drizzle 

this time, but proper heavy wet rain. Its difficult to tempt anyone out of the van but John and 

Julie join Sally at the back of the van in the shelter of the tailgate. Sally assures everyone that this 

is a great vantage point for raptors, plants and butterflies but nobody is that convinced and  

no butterfly is going to be caught flying in this weather.  

 

 After lunch we drive down the road to a dead end and turning point. Almost as soon as Sally 

turns the key the sun comes out and the birds start singing!! Yellowhammer, Chiffchaff, Song 

Thrush and Swallow all sit out to dry in the increasing warmth after the downpour. On our 

route Sally suddenly suggests we need to keep an eye out for Yellow Wagtail, no sooner has 

she said this than we see a couple of birds in the road, Meadow Pipits but a little further  

on, what’s this, is it a juvenile Yellow Wagtail, after discussion we agree that that is exactly what 

it is an are amazed at the chance of seeing one almost as soon as they have been mentioned!  

 

 From here we continue west towards the town of Pickering eventually heading north towards 

the North Yorkshire Moors. We drive again through delightful villages and woodland and 

eventually out onto the open moor. We stop the van and get out, its cooler now we are out  

of the shelter of the woods. We look out across the rough grassland and Sally spots a family  

of Red Grouse that we all enjoy through the scope. We can also hear distant Golden Plover, 

eventually we spot a couple of distant birds which are difficult to see even through the scope, 

we can see them fidgeting about but finally they fly off and we lose sight of them. The air is filled 

with the sound of Skylark and Meadow Pipit and then another note, Golden Plover, we spot 

two birds flying over and landing on the moor. We rush forward to get some height and hope 

to get a better view, we are rewarded with some fantastic views of what look to be two adults 

and one juvenile. They take off again, joined by a previously unseen bird and then two more. 

They fly together bending and weaving with the occasional call, we all stand and enjoy, watching 

and talking about their winter activities and how we usually see them on their winter grounds 

rather than on their breeding territory.  

 

 After a while we decide a walk is in order and return down the road, park and then enter  

a commercial plantation. As we enter the woodland we are surrounded by Common and 

Heath Spotted Orchid along the forest track. Further on the banks are covered in brambles 

which Red Admiral, Large Skipper, Ringlet and Meadow Brown are all taking advantage of in the 

warm sunshine. 

 

 As we wander down the track we come to a pond and discuss whether our white water lilies 

are native or not, two of us think they aren’t and we agree that the yellow water lilies are,  

in fact both are native. Viv thinks she hears a Crossbill call further up the track, we definitely 

hear a Common Crossbill and eventually see it fly, but sadly no perched views for us today.  

We make our way back to the van but before we get there Sally hears a Whitethroat calling 

from the scrubby bushes beside us. It eventually perches high and a couple of us manage to get 

a view of it. But its time to head back to the hotel for a freshen up and dinner. 

 

Day 3 We start our day locally, heading just along the road to Filey Brigg. From the car park at the 

country park we are surrounded by Sand Martins swooping over the cliff tops feeding and a few 

Goldfinches and Meadow Pipits too. The weather is mixed with sun and cloud and rain 



threatening, but our walk along the cliff tops is at a pleasant temperature and allows us to pause 

on route to admire the views across the bay to our hotel and out to sea. Leaving the car park 

we scan a still water pool for skulking waders but nothing but a Wood Pigeon lurks on the mud. 

 

 Out onto the open meadow area on top of the cliffs we are treated to views of parachuting 

Meadow Pipits and Skylarks, below the cliffs the water is covered in auks and we have our first 

sight of Fulmar gliding ably from one cliff face to another. There are a few different plant species 

including Seaside Centaury on the sandy slopes. Out from the Brigg we see Gannets out to sea 

and Oystercatchers with a small group of waders, Dunlin and Ringed Plover feed amongst the 

exposed seaweed. 

 

 We return to the van and come across a stunning view of a Skylark confidingly rummaging  

in the grassland not far from us and then we enjoy some great views of young Sand Martins, 

Linnets, Swallows, Greenfinches and Goldfinches all taking advantage of the fresh water pool  

by the car park, previously only occupied by the Wood Pigeon. Sand Martins are always flashing 

by so its great to see these perched up so well. 

 

 We leave the country park and make our way to Filey Dams, a hidden reserve that can hold  

a host of different birds. The reserve is quiet today, with families of Tufted Ducks, young 

Moorhens, Coots and Canada Geese. Stock Doves are present however, and these along with 

Blue-tailed Damselflies, a cat that joins us in a hide and two drunken ladies are the highlight  

of this stop! A great little reserve though, with some super hides. 

 

 Our next stop is lunch at Flamborough Head south landing. We eat lunch in the sun today and 

after nipping to the loos in the village, we walk down to the beach. The trees are full  

of Goldfinches but apart from a couple of Common Gulls amongst the Black-headed Gulls 

there isn’t much activity so we move on to north landing. Here we walk to the cliff tops and 

witness amazing views of a feeding frenzy of hundreds of Gannets, hoping we might see the 

same tomorrow when we will be out on the sea just below where we are now! 

 

 On the grassland on the cliff tops Linnets are our companions and hundreds of ‘gone over’  

Northern Marsh Orchids which must have been a spectacular sight a couple of weeks earlier. 

We turn back to the cliff tops and have great views of probably around a hundred seals, a mix 

of mainly Grey but some Common Seals lying out below us on the wave cut platform. The rock 

formations along the cliffs are spectacular as we watch charming Kittwakes and smell the 

Herring Gull colony!!! 

 

 Further along the cliffs just below the new sea watching hide we are treated to some wonderful 

Puffin views, a real finale to the day. The Puffins are nesting amongst Sea Mayweed daisy’s on 

the cliffs and look spectacular. The evening sun is a delight as we stand and admire the Puffins. 

Chris and Christine spot a precarious Kittiwake nest with two nestlings, almost over hanging the 

cliff side, we all hope the chicks aren’t too restless, one false move and they would be over the 

edge and launched before they were ready to fly. 

 

 Its time to return to the hotel but our birding isn’t over for the day. 

 

 We leave the hotel after dinner and have a 30 minute drive to a location recommended  

by a friend of Sally’s for Nightjar. The sun is bright and low as we drive out expectantly, but the 

light begins to fade as we near the area we are heading for so we hope we might catch sight  

of a Barn Owl as we drive.  

 

  



 Once in the forest along the road we see a Roe doe and a small Roe kid as well as Brown 

Hare. On route we stop in an area Sally thinks looks good for Nightjar but we press on, this 

isn’t the recommended spot. We park along a short track and start to look out over a field and 

area of clear fell. We all feel the location isn’t ideal but agreed we would try it. We haven’t 

been there long when suddenly out of the trees burst a raptor and Wood Pigeon,  

it’s a Goshawk looking like it is attacking the Wood Pigeon but the Wood Pigeon flies side  

by side with the Goshawk and eventually the Wood Pigeon disappears and the Goshawk 

comes back towards  us empty handed, an exciting start to the evening.  

 

 The air is filled with hirundines, Swifts, Swallow and Martins, a tasty treat for a Hobby perhaps? 

As the sun drops the sky glows red behind a stand of Pine but the air chills off and there  

is no sight or sound of Nightjar. Sally suggests we move to her preferred location before  

we loose the light. Just five minutes back down the road we park the van and Sally hasn’t even 

got her scope up before she hears a Nightjar churring not far away. We all gather round but 

the churring stops then restarts in a different location. The dead trees all look like likely perching 

posts but finally Sally has the bird high in a young oak and showing brilliantly. We all manage  

a good view before the bird flies off. Moments later we have Woodcock fly over and then the 

Nightjar reappears, flies over and then flies straight towards us passing just feet from where  

we are standing, just astounding and so exciting. We stand a while longer hoping for another 

sighting and a better view of the Woodcock. We are in a sheltered hollow and the midges find 

us, a little higher up the track we catch the breeze to avoid the midges. Viv spots a pair  

of Woodcock and we have a further Nightjar fly by before we decide to head back  

to the hotel. What a satisfying evening, well worth making the effort to go out just to hear  

a churring Nightjar would be enough but great views of both the Nightjar and Goshawk take 

some beating.  

 

Day 4 After a very full day of birding and a late night yesterday we allow ourselves a lay in and a later 

breakfast, leaving the hotel at 9.30. We make our way to Bridlington taking a couple of wrong 

turns in the process which allows us to see a bit more of Bridlington than intended! We arrive 

in plenty of time at the car park and squeeze the van into a tight space before getting our  

bags ready to board the Yorkshire Belle. We have every layer possible in case of challenging 

weather conditions. We make our way past candy floss stalls, bucket and spade stands and 

shellfish stands on our way to the quay where we queue and then make our way to the  

boat moored in the harbour along with a ‘pirate’ ship offering 10 minute circuits of the harbor 

and a sonic speed boat.   

 

 Fortunately we board a somewhat more modest craft with a crowd of birdwatchers, 

photographers and day trippers keen to get up close to the birds of Bempton Cliffs. We have 

excellent commentary throughout our trip which follows the coast from Bridlington  

to Bempton. As we travel we see where we had been the previous day at Flamborough  

so we were able to see what was below the cliffs we had been standing on, some amazing 

geology with hundreds, or so it seemed, of caves and inlets. Different birds colonized different 

areas and as we sail along the coast we see more and more birds on the sea, Guillemots, 

Razorbills, Puffins and Kittiwakes are strewn across the sea as far as we can see.  

 

 A group of seabirds surround a fishing boat which we approach carefully and enjoy the 

spectacle of a feeding frenzy of gulls and gannets, similar to the one we had seen from the cliffs 

the day before but this time we were up much closer to witness this amazing natural spectacle. 

Birds plummeting into the water from all angles, lucky fishermen who must witness this 

regularly. We continue along the cliffs and gradually they soar higher and higher, the highest 

point being at Bempton at 400 feet. We stop below the Gannet colony and admire the sheer 

numbers of birds up above.  

 



 We eventually turn back to Bridlington after a fabulous couple of hours.  As we near Bridlington 

we spy a pod of dolphins, the whole boat starts watching and the dolphins are coming straight 

towards us, they keep coming perhaps two or three of them and then they disappear under the 

boat, then another group appear, maybe six Bottlenose Dolphins and they too come closer and 

closer, blowing as they go coming together right beside the boat, the lady beside us is nearly  

in tears, we are all thrilled and spell bound when they disappear from view, what an amazing 

and unexpected encounter. 

 

 We reach the harbour and as we leave the boat spot a huge Grey Seal lounging in the shelter 

of the harbour. We again quickly make our way through the now busy harbour area past folk 

eating fish and chips and ice cream, a real seaside scene. We manage to exit Bridlington with  

a great deal more ease than entering it and are soon on our way to Bempton.   

 

 At the reserve we find out about the Black-browed Albatross that has been seen and the  

Red-tailed Shrike that has been around for the last few days. We head down to the Gannet 

colony and spend our next hour and a half here enjoying the antics of the Gannets, Kittwakes 

and the occasional Fulmar floating past. Sary is very familiar with Bempton, sometimes catching 

the train for the day from London to visit. The day is perfect, sun, a breeze and great birds  

to watch, it’s quite mesmerizing.  We are lucky too to catch sight of a Barn Owl quartering the 

grassland around the reserve.  

 

 We eventually pull ourselves away after sharing what we are seeing, pointing out activity 

between the birds and hoping the Albatross might put in an appearance. But no show  

so we decide to move on to look for the Red-tailed Shrike. Everyone is interested to see  

it though none of us are twitchers we feel it would be chirlish to be so near the bird and not try 

and see it. We get directions from various people and finally follow the map to a farm not far 

from Bempton village. We park the van and walk to the farm where we are greeted by the 

farmer and his wife who are raising money for Dementia care and the local school by asking for 

a donation from all those visiting. The farmer and his wife are very welcoming and tell us where 

to look. We head off and soon Sary spots two other birders walking quickly and animatedly,  

we follow them! We stop and scan the bushes they are looking at across the field and Sally 

spots a bird which drops quickly to the ground, it’s the shrike! We get the bird in the scope but 

through heat haze it’s hard to distinguish. Another birder joins us and we chat about what  

we are looking at, we agree it’s the shrike and watch for half an hour during which time our 

views get better and the bird’s features become much clearer.  

 

 Dinner time is approaching so we head back to the van, the farmer and his wife are  

sitting having a cuppa so we stop and chat again, they are so welcoming and friendly and  

as we chat Sally spots a Corn Bunting on the wires along with Linnets, Meadow Pipits, 

Yellowhammers and Stock Dove, a great little spot and a delightful end to the day and so lovely 

to meet such nice folk. 

 

Day 5 Today we are leaving Filey, sad to leave this fabulous coastal base which has stolen everyone’s 

heart but excited to see what the Beverley Arms has in store for us. 

 

 Our route takes us up and over the Yorkshire Wolds and our first stop of the morning  

is a small Yorkshire Wildlife Trust reserve. A haven for plant lovers and a half hour  

of ‘mindfulness’ for our group as we wander around this hidden treasure trove of stunning 

plants and insects, (it ends up being ‘favourite place of the trip for two of our guests).  

As we enter the ‘bowl’ of this chalk quarry we are soon surrounded by butterflies, the morning 

is rather breezy and not very sunny so we are delighted that there are so many fluttering from 

plant to plant. Viv is keen to see Marbled White Butterfly and they do not disappoint, the 

Greater Knapweed and Sword Thistles are clearly their favorite and we get some fabulous 



views of some fantastic butterflies. We wander around the quarry through swathes of Heath 

and Common Spotted Orchids dotted with the beautiful fuchsia pink Pyramidal Orchids.  

After our wander we make our way towards the gallery and on route are surprised to find  

a Marsh Harrier quartering over the fields.  

 

 We dip down deep into the high-sided valleys of the Wolds and then arrive at Robert Fullers 

gallery. We are welcomed by Jane who offers us coffee and after a brief introduction  

we wander round the gallery browsing Roberts work and the items he has on sale.  

Soon we are joined by Ollie who is going to give us a guided tour and tell us a bit about what 

Robert has been doing lately and the history of the gallery and Roberts interests. The gallery  

is only part of what Robert is doing, he is now very interested in filming the private lives  

of wildlife and some of the footage he is recording is becoming famous around the world.  

Ollie tries desperately to find us a Tawny Owl roosting in the trees, he knew they were there 

but amongst the dense foliage they are just too difficult to spot. We return to the gallery to pick 

up our purchases and briefly we are able to meet with Robert who has taken a break from his 

work. He tells us he’s working on a film about the private life of the Kingfisher. We head down 

into Thixendale and stop for lunch amongst wildflowers and butterflies but sadly the wind  

is getting up so the butterflies aren’t as prolific as hoped. After lunch we take a slow drive and 

on the road edges spot loads of Marbled Whites all gathering on the knapweed, sometimes six 

or so on a single plant. 

 

 From here we go to another quarry area and after parking up are thrilled to see two Peregrines 

chasing across the chalk sides, up and away they go but then return flushing a huge flock  

of Corvids who are all feeding on a nearby field.  

 

 After watching the Peregrines we move on towards our next stop Tophill Low Reserve. Sadly 

as we arrive there is a big sign telling us the reserve is closed so we head to Plan B, another 

smaller reserve not far away. This tiny reserve is bustling with life but on a breezy day the 

insects are not so active and the birds aren’t singing but still we soon start to stumble upon 

 a few treats, firstly beautiful Comma Butterfies, with Small Tortoiseshell on the brambles, John 

spots a Common Blue Damselfly. We then notice a Kestrel box and outside are three nearly 

fledged young Kestrels, a great sight, the three chicks look like they are plucking up courage  

to take to the wing but aren’t quite ready to do so.  

 

 We continue to walk along the river and pause to look for dragonflies, again we see what  

we identify as Blue-tailed Damselflies, egg laying on mass in the water, a Four-spotted Chaser 

perches on an Iris stem and a Marsh Frog just shows amongst the Duck Weed. We retrace our 

steps and peer down a long drainage channel, a movement catches Sally’s eye and she puts the 

scope on the very end of the waterway, it’s a Water Vole, quickly she lets Chris have a look and 

he too sees it, John looks and has a quick glimpse of some movement but there isn’t another 

sign of it.  

 

 As we walk we keep getting glimpses of Marsh Harrier on the horizon. On our return journey 

we spot one flying over towards a wind turbine and then notice a couple of young Marsh 

Harriers over the reeds. We watch as they drift back and forth calling to each other with a high 

pitched whistle. We reflect on how successful these birds have been, given that in all our 

lifetimes these birds have gone from being exceptionally rare to being almost expected in some 

parts of the country.  

 

 We eventually head off towards Beverley and our hotel. After dinner we decide to go ‘owling’. 

We take a slow drive down country lanes and initially see several Brown Hare, a Roe Deer and 

then a Tawny Owl sitting right out on a gate, Chis and Christine are at the back of the van  

so get a good look just before it flies. Another venture down a short road and return gives 



another quick glimpse as a Tawny flies off and then we have a fabulous view of a bird sitting  

on a footpath sign for a minute or so for all to see, before a car comes along and flushes  

it, as we leave another bird shows sitting high in a tree over the road, four Tawny Owls  

in an hour, not a bad haul at all and well worth the drive out. 

 

Day 6 We start our day with a short walk into the centre of Beverley to collect our lunch. We walk 

back to the hotel with a tray of freshly made sandwiches and start towards RSPB Blacktoft 

Sands reserve. We head over the Yorkshire Wolds and drop down into the Vale of York and 

onto the M62.  

 

 We drive through the interesting dockland area of Goole and then out along the south bank  

of the river Ouse towards Blacktoft.  

 

 At the reserve we are met by Stuart and one of his colleagues who welcome us and tell  

us a little bit about what is about and where to see things. We start out towards Marshland 

hide, looking for dragonflies and damselflies on route, we see a Ruddy Darter and Black-tailed 

Skimmer. As we arrive in the hide we are immediately excited by the number of birds out  

in front of us. The photographers in the hide helpfully point out what is here including an elusive 

Water Rail which eventually pops out of the reeds to be seen by us all. In front of us we see  

a beautiful group of summer plumage Black-tailed Godwits, two Spotted Redshank, five Green 

Sandpiper, three Snipe and Little Egret. As we watch the lady we met on the way in comes 

rushing down to the hide to tell us that there is a group of Bearded Tits working their way 

down to Marshland hide.  

 

 We can’t see anything but keep watching, eventually Sally spots a small group of Bearded Tits 

feeding at the base of the reeds. We watch them for a while and then Christine spots another 

group. We watch the groups of tits for 30 minutes or so as we enjoy the other birds in front of 

us.  

 

 We leave to go to other hides, seeing Southern Hawker on route, its now very hot, the other 

hides are quiet but we have good views of Marsh Harrier that have been surprisingly absent  

so far. We find a shady spot for lunch and then briefly admire the newly planted beautiful wild 

flower meadow in what is now sweltering heat.  

 

 Leaving Blacktoft we start to head further south along the river Trent then cross it and head 

north to Alkborough weaving our way through pretty villages and finally arrive at our 

destination. We all agree that it’s very hot and with no shade we decide to identify a target for 

our walk and head towards the nearest hide.  Not far into reedbed we hear Bearded Tits and 

up they pop right in front of us, three birds are in the reeds behaving just as we expect Bearded 

Tits to behave, climbing up the reeds and giving us some incredible views. Chris takes a few 

photos before we move on to hide which takes our breath away its so hot but we soon get  

a breeze moving through and enjoy views of Spoonbill, Spotted and Common Redshank, 

Lapwing, Shoveler and Teal.  

 

 We head back to the van and make our way to Barton to find a location previously visited 

which Sally thinks will offer us some fresh breeze and maybe some new species but the location 

is closed so we head elsewhere to another small lake where we spot three new species, Lesser 

Black-backed Gull, Common Tern and Great Crested Grebe. We then make our way slowly 

over the dramatic expanse of the Humber Bridge and finally back to Beverley for dinner. 

 

Day 7 An unusual start to today is a visit to a multi story car park! At the top of the car park there are 

magnificent views of Beverley Minister and on the Minster there are 

Peregrine…sometimes...but, despite us all searching carefully and checking out every roof turret 



and gargoyle of the minister there are no Peregrines to be seen here today! We continue  

on to the Minister from here and whilst Sally and John sit in the gardens the rest of the group 

have a wander inside the cool of this magnificent church. 

 

 Visitors to the church keep coming up to see what we are doing as the telescope was a bit  

of a give away that we weren’t just there to admire the church. Still no Peregrines for us today 

but Sary in particular enjoys her bit of culture this morning.   

 

 A short drive from Beverley down country lanes with the windows open and cool breeze 

pouring in and we arrive at another Yorkshire Wildlife trust sight again looking for butterflies 

and plants of the chalklands. We arrive at a parking space and are shortly down some steps and 

into a steep sided quarry filled with wildflowers. We meet a man who tells us he has seen 

’Gatekeeper’ Butterfly, a new one for us so we follow his directions and soon spot a likely 

clump of wild Oregano. The butterflies are certainly making the most of this plant with Marbled 

White, Small Tortoiseshell and yes a Gatekeeper fluttering around too. After our find  

we continue round the quarry and spot a family of Mistle Thrushes, our first for the trip. 

Chiffchaff and Willow Warbler call with Blackcap and Whitethroat too and as Viv points out, 

always in the background, and to our great delight Yellowhammer. 

 

 We continue towards our final destination of the week stopping at toilets on route to avoid 

using the ‘iffy’ composting toilets at our next stop. We are happy to arrive and discover a shady 

seat for lunch at North Cave Wetlands and sit sharing lunch and chat over looking the lagoons. 

The reserve has several hides, at our first we see Little Grebe chicks. As we approach the 

second hide we are surrounded by dragonflies and Viv spots a Banded Demoiselle. As we walk 

a sheet of rusty corrugated iron is a great hiding spot for a grass snake, Sally lifts it carefully and 

expectantly but no snake. We move on to the Dragonfly pools only to discover that the 

Dragonflies don’t seem to know that that is where they are supposed to be, they are 

everywhere but here! 

 

 John gets excited, he’s seen a mammal, a Stoat, we all go quiet but it does not return  

so we keep looking for dragonflies and eventually spot an Emerald Damselfly and a Water 

Spider. We watch the pool for a few more moments and then as we move over to the next 

pool John frantically beckons us over, he’s spotted something in the reeds, we can hear a bird 

alarming but what John has seen is the Stoat again. We all stand in total silence and peer  

into the reeds. There is a small pool surrounded by Flag Iris and Reed Mace and we start to see 

not one, but two, no not two but three young Stoats playing together in this open area.  

The Stoats seem to keep looking in our direction but we all stay stock still and quiet  

as we watch what is going on.  

  

 A pair of Reed Warblers are disturbed by the visitors and keep alarming over the cavorting 

Stoats, and then a Reed Bunting joins them to check out just what is going on. The three young 

Stoats are having a whale of a time. It’s a hot day and this pool is a great way to cool off, one  

of them springs in the air and launches itself into the water the others just slide in and then 

engage in kicking and rolling about together, what a total honour to just stand and watch them 

relaxed and having such fun. They then come toward us and peer over the low bank just a few 

feet away from us, they run back in, play a bit more and then come and look at us again,  

apart from Chris carefully taking a few photos we stay silent and still. After 10 minutes  

or so the Stoats go out of sight and we all look at each other amazed at what we have just 

witnessed, beautiful.  

 

 On we go, talking about what we have just seen. We walk along the path that surrounds the 

lagoons, Yellowhammer in the background and still very warm. We don’t care what we see 

now, we are all high on the scene we have witnessed with three Stoats. We make our way 



back to the van stopping briefly on route where Christine has spotted a Black Swan, we wonder 

where it has come from. We see a couple of Pochard, Little and Great-crested Grebe, its very 

hot, a Black Skimmer perches on the brambles with a Comma Butterfly.  

 

 We are all wilting in the heat and decide its time for an ice cream? But finding ice cream  

at 5.15 on a Friday on the back roads of East Yorkshire isn’t as easy as we hoped. Eventually 

though we find somewhere and everyone eats their ice cream and reflects on the forthcoming 

evening when we are going to have to choose our magic moment, we all know what most  

of us will choose! 

 

 We decide to meet outside the hotel for a pre-dinner drink to accompany the final bird list. 

We are accompanied by the sound of Swifts swooping overhead, a fitting end to our nature 

filled ‘Summer Holiday’. 

 

Day 8 After loading the van pre-breakfast we relax in the beautiful dining room of the Beverley Arms 

for a final breakfast together and then drive to York, say our farewells and then catch trains 

south to our various destinations. 

 

Favourite Species of the Trip  

Julie Bearded Tits 

Sary Stoats 

John Dolphins 

Christine Stoats 

Chris Stoats 

Viv Gannets 

Sally Nightjar 

 

Favourite Place 

Julie Where the Nightjars were 

Viv Bempton Cliffs, land and Sea 

Chris Blacktoft 

Christine Blacktoft, the whole experience of being there 

Sally Flamborough 

John Wharram Quarry 

Sary Wharram Quarry 

 

Magic Moment 

Julie Watching the Stoats 

Sary The Nightjar flying right towards us 

John Stoats “found something that everyone enjoyed and that gave them pleasure” 

Christine Watching the Stoats 

Chris Watching the Stoats 

Viv Watching the Stoats 

Sally Watching the Stoats 

 

 

  



BIRDS 

Mute Swan 

Greylag Goose 

Canada Goose 

Shelduck 

Mallard 

Shoveler 

Widgeon 

Teal 

Pochard 

Tufted Duck 

Red-legged Partridge 

Pheasant 

Red Grouse 

Little Grebe 

Great-crested Grebe 

Fulmar 

Gannet 

Cormorant 

Shag 

Little Egret 

Grey Heron 

Spoonbill 

Red Kite 

Marsh Harrier 

Common Buzzard 

Sparrowhawk 

Goshawk 

Kestrel 

Peregrine 

Water Rail  

Moorhen 

Coot 

Oystercatcher 

Ringed Plover 

Golden Plover 

Lapwing 

Dunlin 

Green Sandpiper 

Redshank 

Spotted Redshank 

Black-tailed Godwit 

Curlew 

Woodcock 

Snipe 

Black-headed Gull 

Common Gull 

Herring Gull 

Great Black-backed Gull 

Lesser Black-backed Gull 

Kittiwake 

Common Tern 

 

Guillemot 

Razorbill 

Puffin 

Rock Dove 

Stock Dove 

Woodpigeon 

Collared Dove 

Turtle Dove 

Tawny Owl 

Barn Owl 

Nightjar 

Swift 

Skylark 

Sand Martin 

House Martin 

Swallow 

Meadow Pipit 

Rock Pipit 

Pied Wagtail 

Yellow Wagtail 

Dunnock 

Robin 

Song Thrush 

Mistle Thrush 

Blackbird 

Blackcap 

Whitethroat 

Cetti’s Warbler 

Reed Warbler 

Sedge Warbler 

Willow Warbler 

Chiffchaff 

Goldcrest 

Wren 

Great Tit 

Bearded Tit 

Long-Taied Tit 

Nuthatch 

Turkestan Shrike (Red-tailed Shrike) 

Magpie 

Jay 

Jackdaw 

Rook 

Carrion Crow 

Starling 

House Sparrow 

Tree Sparrow 

Chaffinch 

Linnet 

Goldfinch 

Greenfinch 



Siskin 

Bullfinch 

Common Crossbill 

Reed Bunting 

Yellowhammer 

Corn Bunting 

 

MAMMALS 

Water Vole 

Stoat 

Grey Seal 

Comon Seal 

Roe Deer 

Grey Squirrel 

Brown Hare 

Rabbit 

Bottlenose Dolphin 

 

Some of the Plants we saw: 

Spiny Rest Harrow,  

Common Agrimony 

Pyramidal Orchid 

Tufted Vetch 

Kidney Vetch 

Field Scabious 

Common Spotted Orchid 

Heath Spotted Orchid 

Self Heal 

Black Medick 

Meadow Vetchling 

Square Stemmed St Johns Wort 

Seaside Centaury 

Common Centaury 

Clustered Bellflower 

Thistle Broomrape 

Common Twayblade 

 

BUTTERFLIES 

Marbled White Butterfly 

Meadow Brown 

Ringlet 

Common Blue 

Brimstone 

Burnet Moth  

Large Skipper 

Gatekeeper 

Red Admiral 

Small Tortoiseshell 

Orange Tip 

Green-Veined White 

Speckled Wood 

Small Heath 

Comma 

Painted Lady 

 

DRAGONFLIES AND DAMSELFLIES 

Banded Demoiselle 

Four-spotted Chaser 

Black-tailed Skimmer 

Common Blue Damsel 

Blue Tailed Damsel 

Emerald Damsel 

Ruddy Darter 

Southern Hawker 

 

OTHER THINGS 

Marsh Frog 

Cucumber Spider 

Large Yellow Underwing Moth 

Peacock Butterfly Caterpillar 

Black Swan 

A Red Arrow 

 

 

 

 


